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Commercial register Düsseldorf HRA 1743 / HRB 30424
VAT-ID: DE 121283515

LANTERN BOULE LARGE 18.5 CM
AMBER
Serie: Glass Serie: 18.5 cm Serie: yellow
Serie: Boule
Order number: 7350103507122
Hersteller: Skogsberg & Smart
Gewicht:3.9 kg

€479.00 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Lantern Boule large 18.5 cm amber"

Manufacturer: Skogsberg & Smart
Series: Hurricane
Color: amber
Height: 18.5 cm
Diameter: 13 cm
Material: hand-blown glass
Hand-crafted, not dishwasher-safe
Suitable for a paraffin candle with a diameter of 5-8 cm

Skogsberg & Smart, Hurricane, Hurricane lamp Boule large 18.5 cm amber

The Hurricane collection from Swedish company Skogsberg & Smart literally creates storms of delight. Its brilliant, bubble-shaped design arises
from the loving craftsmanship of Bohemian master glassblowers, making the products interior highlights in 70s style. This large version of the Boule
hurricane lamp is 18.5 cm tall, 13 cm wide and can also be used as a vase. Hand-painted in golden amber, it is only suitable for hand washing. In
combination with a tea candle, it creates shimmering plays of light.

About Skogsberg & Smart

The design products from Swedish company Skogsberg & Smart represent the sophistication of ancient craftsmanship and modern designs.
Founded in 2008, the brand stands for bespoke home accessories whose unusual shapes and colors, as in the Hurricane collection, not only
complement any sophisticated environment, but also create dynamic plays of light. Whether it's a lamp or a vase, all products are hand-crafted and
hand-painted by world-renowned, Bohemian glassblowers, making them uniquely original collectors' items.

Related links to "Lantern Boule large 18.5 cm amber"

- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Skogsberg & Smart

https://www.franzen.de/en/payment-and-dispatch
https://www.franzen.de/en/store
https://www.franzen.de/en/anfrage-formular?sInquiry=detail&sOrdernumber=7350103507122
https://www.franzen.de/en/skogsberg-smart/

